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Chapterr 5 

AA mathematical framework 
forr modelling axon guidance 

5.11 Introduction 

Thee proper functioning of the nervous system relies on the formation of correct neu-
ronall  connections. During development, neurons project long, thin extensions, called 
axons,, which grow out. often over long distances, to form synaptic connections with 
appropriatee target cells. Axons can find their target, cells with remarkable precision 
byy using molecular cues in the extracellular space (for reviews, see Tessier-Lavigne 
andd Goodman [48]; Dickson [8]: Yamamoto et al. [53]). They steer axons by regu-
latingg cytoskeletal dynamics in the growth cone (Huber et al. [25]). a highly motile 
andd sensitive structure at the tip of a growing axon. Extracellular cues can either 
attractt or repel growth cones, and can either be relatively fixed or diffuse freely 
throughh the extracellular space. Target cells secrete diffusible at t ractants and create 
aa gradient of increasing concentration, which the growth cone can sense and follow 
(Goodhilll  [17]). Cells that the axons have to avoid or grow away from produce re-
pellents.. By integrating different molecular cues in their environment, growth cones 
guidee axons along the appropriate pathways and via intermediate targets to their final 
destination,, where they stop growing and form axonal arbors to establish synaptic 
connections.. The responsiveness of growth cones to guidance cues is not static but 
cann change dynamically during navigation. Growth cones can undergo consecutive 
phasess of desensitization and resensitization (Ming et al. [35]). and can respond to 
thee same? cue in different ways at different points along their journey (Shirasaki et 
al.. [42]: Zou et al. [56]: Shewan et al. [40]). Through modulation of the internal state 
off  the growth cone, attract ion can be converted to repulsion and vice versa (Song et 
al.. [43]: Song and Poo [44] j . 

Axonn guidance is a very active field of research. Several families of molecules 
havee been identified and a few general mechanisms can account for many guidance 
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phenomena.. The major challenge is now to understand, not only qualitatively but 
alsoo quantitatively, how these molecules and mechanisms act in concert to generate 
thee complex patterns of neuronal connections in the nervous system. 

Too address this challenge, experimental work needs to be complemented by mod-
ellingg studies. Unlike for the study of electrical activity in neurons and neuronal 
networkss (e.g., NEURON: Hines and Carnevale [22]). however, there are currently no 
generall  simulation tools available for axon guidance. 

Inn Hentschel and Van Ooyen [21] a model is presented in which growing axons 
onn a plain are modelled by means of differential equations for the locations of the 
growthh cones. These equations are coupled to diffusion equations that describe the 
concentrationn fields of diffusible chemoattractants and chemorepellents (henceforth 
referredd to as guidance molecules). The system is simplified by using quasi-steady-
statee approximations for the concentration fields. This approach turns the problem 
off  solving a system consisting of PDEs (partial differential equations) plus ODEs 
(ordinaryy differential equations) into a much simpler problem where only ODEs have 
too be solved. This works fine if the whole plain is used as a domain for the diffusion 
equations,, but we also want to be able to consider more general domains with, for 
example,, areas where diffusion cannot take place ("holes") or with boundaries. Also, 
Krottjee ([28], Chapter 2) showed that in Hentschel and Van Ooyen's approach moving 
growthh cones that secrete diffusible guidance molecules upon which they respond 
themselvess causes the speed of growth to be strongly dependent on the diameter of 
thee growth cone (a phenomenon that was called self-interaction). Using a quasi-steady 
statee approximation will then result in heavily distorted dynamics. 

Heree we present a general framework for the simulation of axon guidance together 
withh novel numerical methods for carrying out the simulations. The two major in-
gredientss of the modelling framework are the concentration fields of the guidance 
moleculess and the finite-dimensional state vectors representing the growth cones and 
targett neurons. For the latter two, ODEs must be constructed that describe the in-
teractionn with the concentration fields. The dynamics of the fields is described by 
diffusionn equations, where we allow for domains with holes or internal boundaries. 

Numericall  difficulties arise from small, moving sources for the diffusion equations 
(seee Krottje [28], Chapter 2) and from the time integration of a system that is a 
combinationn of highly nonlinear, non-stiff ODEs and stiff diffusion equations (see 
Verwerr and Sommeijer [50]). To circumvent this last difficulty we consider the use of 
quasi-steady-statee approximations, and we will discuss some criteria on the validity 
off  such approximations. 

Thee organization of the chapter is as follows. We start with a description of the 
simulationn framework in Section 2. In Section 3 we will discuss some features of the 
underlyingg mathematical model and in Section 4 the numerical methods are discussed. 
Somee simulation examples are given in Section 5. We will finish with a discussion in 
Sectionn 6. 
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5.22 Simulation framework 

Inn this section we wil l describe a modelling framework that can be used to model 
axonn guidance. In the models that can be defined within this framework one can 
incorporatee different biological processes and mechanisms, some of which are displayed 
inn Figure 5.1. From a mathematical perspective the framework consists of states, 
fieldsfields and their coupling. We wil l now discuss these components and their biological 
interpretation,, as well as show how they are related through the model equations. 

targett neurons excreting 
guidancee molecules impenetrable e 

hole e 

neuronss with 
outgrowingg axons 

non-diffusive e 
fieldd of membrane-
boundd molecules 

growthh cone 
excretingg molecules 

Figuree 5.1: Examples of biological concepts that can be incorporated in a model. 

S t a t ess We define states to be finite-dimensional state vectors that represent objects 
thatt interact with the concentration fields of guidance molecules. These objects can 
be,, for example, growth cones that move in response to the concentration fields, 
targett neurons that act as sources of guidance molecules, or locations where artificial 
injectionn of guidance molecules takes place. 

Wee wil l assume that the first two variables of the state vector wil l always represent 
itss 2-dimensional location, which we wil l denote by r. Whereas in the model of 
Hentschell  and Van Ooyen a growth cone is completely characterized by its location r. 
ourr description allows for a more general approach in which the state can be extended 
withh a vector s that further describes the characteristics of the growth cone. Possible 
characteristicss of growth cones and targets that can be modelled with s are: 
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Sensitivityy Growth cones can respond to different guidance molecules. Their sensi-
tivit yy to a particular molecule may vary over time (Shewan et al. [40]) and can 
bee influenced by the concentration levels of other guidance molecules as well as 
byy the level of signaling molecules inside the growth cone (Song and Poo [44]). 

Growt hh cone geometry It is known that growth cones can change their size while 
movingg through the environment (Render and Kater [38]). The vector s could 
modell  how this process depends on the concentration fields, or it could model the 
wayy in which changes in growth cone size change the growth cone's sensitivity 
orr behavior. 

Interna ll  state of growth cone Inside a growth cone biochemical reactions take 
placee that determine the growth cone's dynamics (Song et al. [43]; Song and 
Pooo [44]). With s, the concentrations of the different react ants and their effect 
onn growth cone dynamics and axon guidance can be modelled. 

Productionn rates The rate at which target cells produce guidance molecules may 
dependd on the concentration fields measured at the locations of the targets. 
Thee vector s can be used to describe such dependencies. Alternatively, s can 
describee production rates that are given explicitly as functions of time. 

Forr the dynamics of the states we allow for two possibilities. In the first one, the 
statee (r, s) is given explicitly as a function of time t and the different concentration 
levelss of guidance molecules pj and their gradients V p3 evaluated at position r, 

\s)\s) ^Gs( t ,p i ( r , t ) ,Vp1( r , t ) , . . . ,pM ( r ,0 ,VpA / ( r , t )J 

Inn the second possibility an ODE describes the dynamics of the states. 

== G(*,sJp1(r,*),Vpi(r, t) , . . . ,pA f (r.*).V/> A /(r , t))- (5-2) 

Thee functions G"\ Gs and G are used to model the different biological processes and 
mechanisms.. We will now discuss the fields pj (j = 1..... M). 

Fieldss The fields in our framework represent the concentration fields of the guid-
ancee molecules. The dynamics of these fields are determined by diffusion, absorption 
andd some highly localized sources. With p the concentration field, d the diffusion 
coefficient.. A' the absorption coefficient, and Stot a source term, this results in the 
diffusionn equation 

dtpdtp = dAp - kp + Sto t, on Ï2 c R2. n  Vp = 0. on dit, (5.3) 

wheree the domain fï may contain several holes (i.e.. areas that are impenetrable for 
guidancee molecules) with piecewise smooth boundaries. Thus on the boundary of the 

(5.1) ) 

d d 
dt. dt. 
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domainn we wil l assume that there is no in- or outflow of guidance molecules. A domain 
iss defined by specifying an outer boundary and possibly several internal boundaries. 
Inn our framework all boundaries must be given by parameterizations -,,-: [0.1) —s- O. 

AA number of states is linked to a field. These states determine the total source 
functionn St o t . which is the sum of source functions 5',. each of them belonging to a 
singlee state (r. s) ,. To further specify the form of the 5,. we make use of a translation 
operatorr Ty , which can by applied to arbitrary functions i] : f 2 —> M and is defined for 
yy G V- by (Xy//)(x) = J/(X — y) for all x e il. For the source functions 5',- : ! ) - > ! , we 
makee the assumption that S, = (jj(si)Tr.S. Here. 5' is some general function profile 
andd (T,(SJ) G R denotes the production rate. 

Wee also allow for the possibility of having fields in steady-state. A reason to 
incorporatee such fields is that the field dynamics might by significantly faster than 
thee dynamics of the growth cones or targets. In this case the fields equation wil l be 

dApdAp - kp + Stot = 0. on V. C nn  Vp = 0. Oil. Oil. (5.4) ) 

Wee wil l refer to them as quasi-steady-state equations because the source term Stc 

mayy depend on time due to t ime dependent s, and r,. 

Statee 1 

t t 1 1 ''  ' ' ' 

Statee 2 

3 3 

Statee 3 

Fieldd B 

Figuree 5.2: Example setting with three dynamic states and two fields. 

Coupl in gg The coupling between the states and the fields occurs through the argu-
mentss I>J(VJ) and Vpj(r,) in G and the functions CT(S,) in Stot- An example of the 
couplingg is depicted in Figure 5.2. where we have three states and two concentration 
fields.. Here an arrow from one object to another means that the dynamics of the lat-
terr object depend on the former. For example the dynamics of state 1 is determined 
byy itself and the fields A and B. whereas the dynamics of field A depend on the state 
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11 and 2. The system of equations in this case might be 

r )) ^G1(f..sl.pA(r1J).VpA(r1.t).pB(r1.t).WpB(r l.t)y 

r2\\ ( Gl(t) \ 
SS22)) \Gl(KUpB(T2.t).VpB{T2.t))) 

r,3 3 

d d 

dt dt 

ddttpApA = dApA - kpA + 0A.i(si)TriS + aA/2(s2)Tr2S. 

00 = dApB - kpB + (TB.3(S3)Tr:iS. 

Wee see that only the dynamics of state 1 depends on the state itself, which is reflected 
inn having an ODE for its dynamics, while the dynamics of the other two states are 
givenn in a more explicit form. 

5.33 Underlying mathematical model 

Inn the framework, the complete simulation model consists of a number of state vectors 
Ujj  = (rJsf)T, i = l , . . . , i V , with their dynamics determined by (5.1) or (5.2). to-
getherr with concentration fields p3, j = 1 , . . ., M, defined by diffusion equations (5.3) 
orr quasi-steady-state equations (5.4). We assume that for the first Md fields the 
dynamicss are given by the full diffusion equations and that for the other fields the 
dynamicss are given by quasi-steady-state equations. This results in our system of 
fieldd equations of the form 

ddttpjpj = Ljpj + ^2 v.)i{si)Tr,S. on Ü. j = l Md (5.6) 
11 = 1 

A r r 

00 = Ljpj + Y  ̂ <7jiMTr, S. on Ü. j = Md + 1,. - -. i\ / (5.7) 

nn  Vpj = 0. on OU. j = 1 M. (5.8) 

wheree Lj = djA — kj. Here we assume that S: f2 —> IR is an L2 —function with 
compactt support with the property that J^ 5(x) c/x = 1. This means that w7e can 
interprett the aJt as the production rate of the source attached to state ( r .s ); with 
respectt to field pr 

Wee assume that the dynamics of the first Ar„  state vectors are given by ODEs. 
i.e... equations of the form (5.2). and that the dynamics of the other vectors are given 
explicitlyy as a function of t ime and the fields. When wre make use of the vector 
notat ionss p ( r , ). <9rp(r,-). and dyp{vi). that are defined by 

p{r,)jp{r,)j  - pj(ri). dxp(ri)j = dxpJ{Yi), dyp(ri)j  = Oypj(r,). 
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thiss results in 

OtVLiOtVLi = Gi{t,\l l,p(Yi).dxp{Ti),dyp{Ti)), ii  = l.....N0 (5.9) 

ii  = N0 + h...,N. (5.10) 

Inn the functions d we have to implement the different mechanisms that are involved 
withh the behavior of the growth cones and targets when they measure the levels of 
particularr concentration fields and their gradients. To complete the system we have 
too add initial conditions for the states Uj and the fields pj. 

Typicall  parameter  ranges Goodhill [18] gives some estimates for the ranges of 
somee relevant parameters. Table 5.1 shows a list with parameter ranges. The ratio of 

quantity y 
Tablee 5.1: Parameter ranges 

symboll  order of magnitude units s 

diffusionn constant 
productionn rate 
minimall  concentration 
forr gradient detection 
maximall  concentration 
forr gradient detection 
minimall  relative 
detectablee gradient 
growthh cone diameter 
growthh speed 
growthh range 

dj dj 

Pram Pram 

Pmax x 

LLconecone\Vpj\/pj \Vpj\/pj 

e e 
V V 

-kpath h 

10"5-10-4 4 

i o - 7 7 

urMo-1 1 

100 0 

0.01-0.02 2 

100 2-2  10 2 

io-6- io-4 4 

10"1- ! ! 

mm2/s s 
nMol/s s 
nMol/1 1 

nMol/1 1 

mm m 
mm/s s 
mm m 

thee maximal and minimal concentration for gradient detection pmax/Pmm c an be used 
togetherr with the diffusion constant d to find an upper bound on the possible values 
off  the absorption parameter kj. Assume that the ratio pmax/Pmm is 100/10-2 = 104 

andd that we have a point source located at the origin that produces the steady-state 
fieldfield Ps(r). Then using the assumptions that the maximal distance over which a cone 
cann be guided Lpath is 1 mm and the growth cone radius equals 0.005 mm, we find 

ps(0.005) ) 
Ps(l-O) Ps(l-O) 

==  K0 0.00 << 10' ^ < 6 0.. (5.11; 

Heree we used an expression for ps that is derived in the Appendix. We can derive a 
lowerr bound for the absorption constant kj by considering the ratio Lcone\drps(r)\/ps(r) 
whichh decreases with r and increases with kj. If we assume it to be greater than 0.01. 
forr all r < 1. this yields a bound y/kj/dj > 0.60. 
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M o v i n gg sources Our framework also allows for the possibility that guidance mole-
culess are released by the growth cones themselves, i.e. we allow for moving sources. 
Al thoughh the biological evidence for this is less strong than for the release of guidance 
moleculess by target cells, it is certainly not implausible. Growth cones secrete various 
chemicalss that may operate as chemoattractants and chemorepellents. For example, 
migrat ingg axons are capable of secreting neurotransmitters [54]. which have been 
implicatedd as chemoattractants [55]. The t reatment of moving sources that respond 
too guidance molecules they themselves secrete is mathematically challenging and wil l 
bee dealt with in the Appendix. 

Quas i -s teady -s tatt  e approx ima t io n When we run a simulation using the whole 
systemm (5.6)-(5.10), we should use a t ime integration technique that is suitable for the 
stifff  diffusion equations in combination with the non-stiff ODEs. If the dynamics of 
alll  the diffusion equations are fast compared to the state-dynamics, then it is possible 
too approximate the pj, j = 1 . . . .. M,i with solutions of the steady-state equations 

N N 

00 = Ljpj + ] T <Tji(si)TTi S o n f i , j = 1 . . . ., Md. (5.6') 
i i 

Thee original dynamical system, which had as its dependent variables the states û  
andd the fields pj, is now replaced by a dynamical system that has the û  as its 
dependentt variables only. Although the system at hand is therefore reduced from 
ann infinite-dimensional to a finite-dimensional system, evaluation of the right hand 
sidee still involves solving a infinite-dimensional system. Determination of the values 
Pjfti)Pjfti)  requires solving the equations (5.6')-(5.7). From a numerical perspective the 
advantagee is that we do not need a t ime integrator that can handle the combination 
off  stiff PDEs and non-stiff ODEs. but wTe can simply make use of a standard explicit 
t imee integrator. 

Too investigate the validity of such an approximation we wil l consider a diffusion 
equationn (5.12) and its steady-state approximation (5.13) 

ff  dtp = dAp - kp + S, 2 
<< on K 
[ p ( 0 , x)) = p o ( x) 

00 = dAp -kp + S, on JR2 

Somee implications of using an approximation like (5.13) for (5.12) are discussed 
inn ([28], Chapter 2). There the case of self-interaction is considered, meaning that 
forr a part icular field a source is at tached to a state and the dynamics of the state is 
determinedd by the same field. Here we want to consider some more general criteria on 
whenn such a quasi-steady-state approximation might be valid for different parameter 
valuess of the diffusion rate d. the absorption rate k. and the speed a source moves 
throughh the domain v. 

Hentschell  and Van Ooyen [21] used the approximation on the basis of comparing 
thee t ime scales of growth and diffusion. Here, however, the absorption parameter 

(5.12) ) 

(5.13) ) 
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playss also a role. To determine criteria that take also k into account we wil l follow 
twoo approaches. In the first approach we consider the time needed for sett ing-up 
aa concentration field. In the second approach we compare the concentration profile 
producedd by a point source moving with constant speed with its quasi-steady-stat e 
approximation. . 

Fie ldd se t -up t i m e To examine how the time for setting up the concentration field 
dependss on d and k. we consider the solution of (5.12) with S being a point source 
att the origin, S(x, t) = <S(x). and an initial field p — 0 at time t = 0. The solution is 
rotat ionn symmetric, making it dependent on the distance to the source r and the t ime 
tt only, p{rj). In the Appendix it is shown that it approaches a steady-state solution 
p(r,, 5c). To see how fast the field approaches the steady state field, we consider 

f)(r,x)-p(r,t) f)(r,x)-p(r,t) 
c{rJ)c{rJ) = . 

p(r .3c) ) 

whichh represents how close the field is to its limi t value. For example, a value c(r. t) = 
0.01,, means that, at t ime t the field is for 99% set up, at location r. In the Appendix 
wee derive 

11 e~kt 

c(r,t)~c(r,t)~ ^ ^ _ - , (5-1 4) 

2*,, (-7Ï) Kt 

wheree KQ is a modified Bessel function of the Second Kind [l] . This can be used to get 
ann indication of the time scale of the field dynamics. Such an indicator is important 
iff  we want to work with fields of which the sources do not move through the domain. 
Inn case of moving sources, one might wonder how the speed of a source influences the 
producedd field. To this end we examine the solution of (5.12) with a point source 
thatt moves with constant, speed. 

Fie ldd p roduced by mov ing source Consider equation (5.12) with a point source 
thatt moves with constant speed v along the .r-axis in positive direction, i.e.. S(x. t) = 
<5(xx —v£). with v — ( t \ 0 ) r . In the Appendix it is shown that we get a stable constant 
profilee solution that moves also with constant speed v. 

Heree we want to compare how close the quasi steady-state-approximation solution 
ppss is to this moving profile solution pp. It turns out that in the vicinity of the source 
thee moving profile is smaller than the steady-state-approximation, and on approaching 
thee location of the source they tend to become equal. In the Appendix it is derived 
that t 

, —— i 

rr<2e-^Jyll<2e-^Jyll + ) => &<-,-.  (5.15) 
Ps Ps 

Iff  we choose -;. — 0.99. we get an indication of the size of the region around the source, 
wheree the difference between the moving profile and the quasi-steady-state solution 
iss less than 19?. given the values of the diffusion rate d. absorption rate k and moving 
speedd v. 
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5.44 Numerical methods 

InIn this section we will consider the numerical methods we use for solving the equation 
systemss (5.6) (5.10). We will start with the spatial discretization for solving the field 
equations.. This will be followed by a description of the time integration techniques. 

Forr solving the field equations we use an unstructured spatial discretization based 
onn an arbitrary set of nodes situated in the domain. This approach facilitates dealing 
withh complex domains, refinement and adaptivity; the latter is needed in cases where 
wee have moving sources with small support. A thorough description of the method 
cann be found in ([29], Chapter 4); we will briefly outline it here. 

Functionn approximation Given function values on the nodes, we use a local least-
squaress approximation technique to determine for every node a second-order multino-
miall  that is a local approximation of the function around that node. For this we use 
thee function values on a number of neighboring nodes. Because every second-order 
multinomiall  can be written as the linear combination of six basis functions, we must 
choosee at least five neighbors for every node to determine such an approximating 
multinomial. . 

Withh this procedure a set of function values is mapped onto a set of local ap-
proximationss around every node. If we assign to every node a part of the domain for 
whichh we assume the local approximation to be valid, such that the whole domain is 
covered,, this results in a global approximation. For a given set of function values in a 
vectorr w E MjV. we denote the global approximation by F(w) G L\(Q). where Li(Q) 
iss the space of integrable real functions defined on Q C IR2. 

Voronoii  diagrams For choosing neighboring nodes of nodes, as well as for assigning 
partss of the domain to the nodes, we use the Voronoi diagram [11], It assigns to every 
nodee a Voronoi cell, which is the set of points closer to the node than to every other 
node,, hence dividing the domain and at the same time creating neighbors in a natural 
way. . 

Becausee a Voronoi diagram extends to all of M2, we will truncate1 it by connecting 
thee nodes on the boundary by straight lines, resulting in a bounded diagram. From 
noww on all our diagrams will be truncated ones, but we here will still refer to them 
ass Voronoi diagrams. Determination of such a diagram can be done in Ö (N\og(N)) 
operations,, where N is the number of nodes [7]. We store the diagram in a totally 
disconnectedd edge list [7], so that searching neighboring nodes for every node becomes 
aa process of O (N) operations. 
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Variationa ll  problem Solving equations of the form (5.7) can be done by solving 
thee variational problem of minimizing A(u\w) — L(S. w) over w G Hl [2. 29]. where 

A(v.A(v. w) = / irfVï '  Vu« + ^Kvwdx. (5.16) 

L{S,w)L{S,w) = I Swdx. (5.17) 
Jn Jn 

AA direct discretization of this problem is to minimize A(F(w). F(w)) — L(S.F(w)), 
forr all w e RN. It can be shown ([29], Chapter 4) that sparse matrices A and L 
existt such that | w r i w = 4(F(w),F(w)) and STL w = L{F(S). F(w)). If A is non-
singularr the discrete problem has a unique solution w = A _ 1S. With the algorithm 
forr finding the Voronoi diagram comes a lexicographical ordering of the nodes that 
wil ll  give the sparse matrices a band structure1, which is advantageous when solving 
thee system directly using an LU-decomposition. 

Convergencee tests show that the solution is 2Ild-order convergent in the L2-norm, 
withh respect to the maximum distance between neighboring nodes ([29], Chapter 4). 

Choosingg nodes To distribute nodes appropriately over a domain we make use of 
Lloyd'ss algorithm [10]. This algorithm is based upon the determination of Voronoi 
diagramss and the process of shifting nodes to centroids of Voronoi cells. An alternating 
sequencee of these two operations distributes the nodes equally over the domain, in 
thee sense that distances between neighbors will tend to become equal throughout the 
diagram. . 

Too achieve refinement at certain points, we use a variation of Lloyd's algorithm. 
Here,, after shifting the nodes to their centroids, an extra shift in the direction of 
neighboringg nodes is added. To determine for a particular node which of its neighbors 
aree attracting this node, all nodes are given an integer type. Nodes will then be 
attractedd to the neighbors with higher type than their own type. 

Too get refinement around a certain point in the domain, a node is fixed at that 
point,, and several rings of decreasing node type are defined around it. The extended 
Lloyd'ss algorithm then moves nodes around, which results in a refinement around the 
fixedfixed node. 

Inn contrast to methods where refinement is based on local error estimation, here 
refinementt takes place around the source locations. This is done because we know 
inn advance that only at those locations, and possibly at the boundary, refinement is 
requiredd for optimal accuracy. Doing it this way instead of using an error estimation 
processs will then speed up the refinement process. 

Havingg discussed the spatial discretization method we will now focus on the time 
integration.. We will consider three different cases that can be distinguished by the 
fieldfield dynamics in the model. 
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T i m ee in tegra t io n w i t h s ta t ic fields We first consider the case with static fields 
only.. In this case we only have ODEs which need the solutions of the fields for the 
evaluationn of their right hand sides. These fields are determined at the start of the 
simulationn by solving the elliptic equations, giving the approximations to the field 
solutionss pi PM. After this the growth cone dynamics can be solved using a 
standardd explicit ODE solver. 

Forr the fields to be static we need a number of static states that make up the 
sourcess of the fields. Let us assume that of all the states only the last Ns are static, 
i.e.,, (r.,-.Sj) = constant, and that the rest of the states do not influence the field 
dynamics.. Thus, we must have 

( ; '' = 1 M, (all fields) 
<7j,-- = (). for all I , 5.18 JJ \i = l N- N8 (all dynamic states). 

Thenn given the I\'s static positions r ; . i > A*  - Ns. we have to solve 

s(-- = ^ ( p ( r ) ) , 0 ^ ( r? ; ) . ^ p ( r ) ; ) ) . i = N NH + 1 N. (5.19) 

v v 

LjPjLjPj  + / J &ji(si)TTiS — 0. on Q, 

nn  Vpj — 0. on dQ.. 

jj  = l,...,M. (5.20) 

Thiss system can be solved by solving first the field equations (5.20). Using the 
inversee operators of L3 with respect to the boundary conditions, we get 

N N 

PjPj = - Y, (TjiML^Tr.S, o n O. (5.21) 
i=N-N»i=N-N» + l 

Whenn combined with equation (5.19). evaluation of these field solutions and their 
gradientss in the given r,. results in a closed algebraic system with respect to Sj, 
pj{vj).pj{vj). dxpj(ri)  and dypj(ri).  We wil l assume that this nonlinear system can be 
solved,, although the solvability depends on the r ; and the functions oyt. 

Therefore,, to solve numerically the fields p3 we first have to solve numerically 
thee fields L~]TriS, using the spatial discretization above. After evaluation of these 
fieldss (i.e.. their numerical approximations) and their derivatives in all locations r( 

thee algebraic system can be built by substi tut ing (5.21) into (5.19). We can solve 
thiss system by using, for example. Newton iterations and use the s2 to determine the 
solutionss pj. 

Oncee the fields and static states (/' > N - Ns) are solved we can start solving the 
non-staticc states from the equations 

ddttUiUi  = G1(t.ul.p(ri).d_tp(vl),dyp(vl)). i = 1 N„  (5.22) 

TiTi)=()=( nnsusu , , ? ( ? , o , u V i = Xo + l A ' - - Y s . (5.23) 
ss00 \Gs

t(t.p{ri).dxp{r l).dyp(rl))J 
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Forr solving the ODEs we choose an explicit integration scheme because the ODEs are 
non-stifff  (and nonlinear). We will use the classical 4th-order RK (see for example [26]) 
forr this. Note that for the function evaluations in the scheme we have to determine 
locall  approximations of the fields and their gradients. A slight difficulty arises here 
becausee the local least-squares approximations are discontinuous from one Voronoi 
celll  to another. Therefore, if the integration process crosses the edge of a cell during 
aa time step, there will be loss of order with respect to the size of the time step. To 
preventt this we make sure that during a time step we use for every state only one 
locall  field approximation for all function evaluations used in the scheme. Because the 
locall  field approximation is a multinomial the order of the scheme will be retained. 

Quasi-steady-statee approximation When using quasi-steady-state approxima-
tionss for the fields, the system we have to solve 

ddttu,u, = Gl(t.ul.p(rl).Oxp{r l).dyp{rl) 

(n\(n\ = f G\{t) ^ 
\\SS,J,J \,G?(*.p(rI ).o,p(ri ).ot fp(rl -))y 

N N 

LjpjLjpj  + y_] °ji{Si)TYlS = 0, on il, 

nn  Vpj = 0. on dfl. 

Heree we use. as in the previous case, an explicit time integrator for the ODEs in (5.24). 
Too evaluate the right hand side of the equations we need to solve the fields pj for given 
valuess of (r,-. Si)K. i — 1 , . . ., N0, and tn, where n denotes the time level. To find these 
wee have to determine the fields again by solving a non-linear algebraic system as is 
donee in the case with static fields. Here, the system will have as its unknowns the 
PJ{TPJ{TLL).). dxpj(r,) and dypj{vi) for all combinations of fields pj and states r;. together 
withh all Sj. for / > N0. 

Inn contrast to the case with static fields, every function evaluation in the right 
handd side of (5.24) requires solving equations (5.26) and evaluations of the resulting 
solutionn fields and their gradients. Also, because the source terms in (5.26) depend 
onn the states u(, it may be necessary to redefine the nodes used to solve the field 
equations.. Therefore solving such a system is computationally much more expensive 
thann solving a system with static fields only. 

Fulll  system Solving the full system, i.e.. equations (5.6) (5.10) requires a numerical 
methodd that can deal with both the nonlinear, non-stiff ODEs and the stiff diffusion 
equations.. Verwer and Sommeijer [50] use for a system similar to the combination 
off  (5.6) and (5.9) the RKC method, which is explicit and can deal with moderately 
stifff  systems due to a long narrow stability region around the negative real axis. 
Lastdragerr [32] used a Rosenbrock method with approximate Jacobians for the same 
systemm so that effectively the field equations are integrated implicitly and the state 
equationss explicitly, as with IMEX (IMplicit-EXplicit ) methods [26]. 

11 = 1 N0 (5.24) 

ii  = Na + l N. (5.25) 

jj  = l M. (5.26) 
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Wee use a Runge-Kutta IMEX scheme, in particular an an IMEX-midpoint scheme, 
whichh can be seen to be a combination of an implicit and an explicit midpoint step. 
Forr a system x — / j ( f . x ) + f2(f.x) it is given by 

x.x.ss = x„  + {rf\{t n + 7jT.xs) + ^ r / 2 ( f „ . x n ) . 
// ' x (5.27) 

x„„  + 1 = 2xs - x n +r^f2(in + £ r . xs) - / 2 ( f „ . x „ ) J . 

wheree the s in x s refers to the intermediate stage. For our system the part f\. which 
iss t reated implicitly , contains the linear operators Li from equation (5.6). while the 
explicitt part ƒ2 contains the source terms of equation (5.6) and the functions G, from 
equationn (5.9). This is a second-order t ime integration method and the implicit part, 
i.e... the implicit midpoint method, is A-stable. Also, using this scheme for the sys-
temss at hand never revealed any stability problems. 

Inn the next section we wil l show some example models. Although our framework 
cann deal with non-static fields (as discussed earlier), in these examples we wil l only 
considerr cases in which the fields are static. 

5.55 Simulation examples 

Inn this section we wil l discuss simulations of some example models. We want to 
stresss that the models used here are still simple and only serve to show the different 
possibilitiess of our framework. To model the growth cones and the sources of the 
guidancee molecules, such as target cells, we have to choose state vectors (r,.s,-) that 
characterizee these objects and accompanying functions G that describe the dynamics 
throughh equations (5.1) and (5.2). 

G r o w t hh cone model As a first example of a growth cone model we consider growth 
coness characterized by three-dimensional state vectors. To the position r, = {.v. y) we 
addd a variable representing the orientation angle s, — o ^L [0. 2TT) of the growth cone. 
Thiss gives our model growth cone a growth direction, which it has to adjust in order 
too steer. It gives the opportunity to build in some kind of "stiffness", the inability to 
undergoo instant changes in growth direction 

Inn order to describe the dynamics of the growth direction we need to define a. 
differentiall  equation. We wil l assume that the growth speed is constant, given as v. 
andd that the cone grows with this speed in the direction given by the orientation 
anglee 0, i.e.. r, — (ccos(0). ï 's in(ó)). For the dynamics of 0. we assume that it is 
continuouslyy compared with some1 ideal direction og . which we wil l assume to be a 
linearr combination of the sensed gradients of the fields pj evaluated at location r,. 

^ , = a rgg ] T A > ( r , ) ) V ^ ( r , ) . (5.28) 
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withh 'arg' the function that returns the angle between the argument and the positive 
.r-axis.. Here the real functions \j determine the sensitivity to each of the fields. A 
positivee \j will cause the cone to be attracted by the field p}. while a negative Xj 
causess repulsion. 

Too formulate an ODE for o that depends on 
thee value of og. we use the mapping o —* (sin (o), cos (o)) 
too view the growth directions as two-dimensional 
unitt vectors, z. and zg. respectively. The ideal 
directionn zg can be split in a part parallel to the 
growthh direction z and a part that is perpendicu-
larr to it. zg — Zj| + zj_- An illustration of this is 
shownn in Figure 5.3. We assume that z = (r//)zx-
Returningg to angles O and og this results in o = 
v/£sm((pv/£sm((pgg - <p). 

Here,, the parameter I' is a measure for the 
smallestt circle the growth cone can make while 
turning.. This latter fact can be understood by re-
alizingg that the maximal value of & is v/L If we 
considerr a solution where o is maximal we get, with r = (x.y). 

Figuree 5.3: An example configu-
rationn of the vectors z and z„ 

d__ (x 
dtdt U 

0-£c,Os(<2>) ) 

d)fd)f sm(o) -icos{o{t))-icos{o{t)) + y0 

meaningg that the solution path of (x(t).y(t)) is part of the circle with radius £ and 
centerr (xo.yo). Using the framework the dynamics of state (r(, Sj) are described by 

fyfy =Gi(t.ri.si.p(Ti).dxp(ri).dyp(ri)) 

ccos(s,) ) 
rsin(sj) ) 

-//sinn (arg ( E J I I A j(p(r>))Vpj(r, :)) - stJ 

(5.29) ) 

Fieldd sources In the examples we will assume that the fields are produced by 
sourcess that are not moving and not changing their behavior in time. Therefore it 
wil ll  serve to include in their state vectors only their positions r, £ M2 and keep them 
constantt in time r, = G*(t) = r^. 

Forr every source we take a bell shape function S that is translated with r2 to give 
thee function Tr<S. 

Tr,S)(x) ) 
,, 2

2 ^ > cos2 (TT-IX — r,l). |x — r,| < te. 

0.. otherwise. 
(5.30) ) 

weree tr denotes the radius of the source. The uJt are constants describing the pro-
ductionn rate of the source1 /'. with respect to field j . This is reflected in the fact that 
ffi}i} (Tj(Tjtt{Tr,S)(x)(lx{Tr,S)(x)(lx = aJt. 
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E x a m p l ee 1: A x on gu idance in a s imp le concen t ra t ion field We wil l now 
considerr an example simulation, with a single concentration field and a single growth 
cone.. For the domain ft we take the unit circle and put a source at (0.5. 0). This 
sourcee produces at a production rate1 o\\ = 1-0T0- 4 a field j>\  with diffusion coefficient 
r/ii  = 1.0 • 10~4 and absorption parameter A'i = 1.0 • 10~4 . For the width of the source 
wee take w = 0.02. 

Thee growth cone is modelled by using system (5.29) with the functions Ai set 
too \\ = 1. which means that o,, = a r gVp i . Further we use the parameter values 
vv = 1.0 • 10~5 and é = 0.02. Thus the total system we have to solve becomes: 

00 = rfjAp^x) - fcipi(x) + o - 1 i r r i 5 (x ) , V x e ft, 

00 = n(x) • Vp i (x ) . Vx £ Öfi. 

r ,, = ( 0 . 5 , 0 ) (5.31) 

^fê)) = u  i V%(S21 u J '  fe(0)) = ? \v/i\v/i sm (arg (Vp : (r2)) - s 2 ) / \Oo / 

Inn the simulation we solved the diffusion profile using 1514 nodes with six at
tractingg rings and 2 non-attract ing rings around the source location. This gives a 
refinementt such that the node density inside the source support is about 100 times 
higherr than far away from the source. Using the field solution we solved the pa ths 
off 50 growth cones, where we chose the s tar t positions of the cones (XQ. T/Q) randomly 
insidee an initial area. For this we took a circle with radius 0.1 centered at (—0.5.0). 
Thee initial growth directions OQ were chosen randomly from [0.2TT). With the inte
grationn done from t = 0 to t — 1.0 • 105, we obtained the sot of axon paths shown in 
Figuree 5.4. 

Figuree 5.4: Axon paths growing toward target 

Iff we compare this result with pictures of similar experiments with real axon 
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growthh (Dodd and Jessell. [9]). we see that real axons often start to grow away from 
thee initial area before they seem to react to the at t ract ing field. This could mean 
thatt real axons have a higher stiffness than the stiffness we used in Figure 5.4. We 
thereforee increased the stiffness by setting £ = 0.1. This results in the paths shown in 
thee left panel of Figure 5.5. While this gives a somewhat better result, it seems not 
realisticc to increase the stiffness this far. because one would expect growing axons to 
makee quicker turns. 

Anotherr option would be to assume that the neurons in the initial area excrete a 
repellent.. To implement this we define a new field />_>. with a source located at the 
locationn of the initial area n, = ( -0 .5 .0). The definition of ófl has to be extended 
withh an extra repellent term: we choose og = arg(Vpi - Vpo)- The resulting system 
noww is 

00 = f/ 1A^,(x) -k!pi{x) +<7 i iT r i S(x), Vx e ft, 

00 = d2Ap 2(x ) - A-2p2(x) + rT2;jT r:!5(x). Vx e ft. 

00 = n(x) • Vp] (x) = n(x) • Vp 2 (x ) , Vx e ()Q. 

nn = (0.5,0) (5.32) 

dtdt ^ W ^ i n ( a r g ( V P l ( r 2 ) - V p 2 ( r 2 ) ) - s 2 ) y VM<»7 ^ J 

r 33 = ( -0 .5 .0 ) 

withh v — 1.0 • 10~r' and f: = 0.02. The paths of the growth cones are shown in the 
rightt panel of Figure 5.5. This gives paths more similar to the ones observed in the 
experiments. . 

Figuree 5.5: Compared with Figure 5.4. axons have a higher stiffness (left) or sense a 
reppellentt field secreted in the initial area (right). 
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E x a m p l ee 2: A x on gu idance in a comp lex concen t ra t ion field We «il l now 
considerr a variation of'the previous example where the domain has been changed from 
aa simple circular domain to a more complex domain with four holes in it. These holes 
mightt represent blood vessels or cells where the axons have to grow around and that 
aree also impenetrable to the diffusive guidance molecules. 

Inn this simulation we again use system (5.31) to model 50 growth cones with 
randomlyy chosen initial state vectors {xo,yo,4>o) £ [—0.4. —0.2] x [—0.5.0.5] x [0.2-]. 
Forr the field. 2502 nodes were used with refinement around the outer as well as the 
innerr boundaries and around the source location. The results of the simulation are 
shownn in Figure 5.6. 

Althoughh in this case the axons grow nicely around the holes, there is actually 
noo mechanical force in the model that prevents the growth cones from entering the 
holes.. Here the growth cone dynamics alone was sufficient to keep the growth cones 
outsidee the holes. However, if I is bigger, the growth cones wil l need more space to 
turn,, and might enter the holes if not stopped by a hard boundary. 

Figuree 5.6: (Left) Field on a domain with holes. (Right) Axon paths produced by 
systemm (5.31 ). 

E x a m p l ee 3: A x on gu idance w i t h interna l g rowt h cone dynam ics In this 
examplee we wil l extend our cone dynamics by adding another variable. In t he previous 
exampless the ideal direction, based on the sensed gradients, is directly translated in 
aa change of direction. In real growth cones, however, signaling pathways inside the 
growthh cone are responsible for this translation. We no\\" incorporate such signaling 
pathwayss and represent it by a single variable n £ —1. 1]. where a < 0 means 
steeringg to the left and a > 0 steering to the right. The growth cone translates the 
ideall  direction into the signaling pathway dynamics in a way that is similar to the 
wayy that the ideal direction is translated into the direction dynamics in the previous 
examples. . 
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Thee state consists now of (.r. y. o. a) 6 

d d 

Tit Tit 
tj tj 
0 0 

w w 

II  and its dynamics are given by 

rcos(ó)) \ 
us in(ö) ) 
—va/£ —va/£ 

(5.33) ) 

\ r (s in(o„„  - 4>) - a)J 

wit hh os again defined as in (5.28). Here, parameters are as in the previous example 
andd c is a parameter that determines how fast the steering dynamics is. If the dy-
namicss is fast. i.e.. c is big. we have a ~ s in(oa — o). resnlting in the previous model. 
Butt if c is small, a kind of zig-zag behavior emerges (Figure 5.7. c = 0.1) that is also 
observedd in some experiments (Ming et al. [35]). In Ming et al. [35]. this behavior 
wass thought to occur as a result of al ternat ing phases of receptor sensitization and 
desensitization.. Our simulation, without such receptor adaptat ion, shows that oscil-
latoryy growth cones paths can already arise as a result of an inertia of the steering 
dynamics. . 

Figuree 5.7: Wiggly axon paths produced by system (5.34). 

Forr completeness, the total system in this case is 

00 = d iAp i (x ) - kipi(x) + anTTlS(x), Vx e Ü, 

00 = n(x) • V f t ( x ) , Vx G ÖQ. 

d d 

dt dt 

r ,, = ( 0 . 5 . 0 ) 

te)= te)= 
( ( 

v r ( s i n ( ( arj j 

ucos((s2)i) ) 
ysin((s2)i) ) 
- r ( s 2 ) 2 / / / 

; ( V p 1 ( r 2 ) ) - ( s 2 ) 1 ) --- ( s 2 ) 2 ) y y 

r2(0) ) 
s2(0) ) 

\a\a00J J 

(5.34) ) 

withh v = 1.0- 10"° and / =0 . 02 . 
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Examplee 4: Axon guidance wit h membrane-bound guidance molecules in 
topographicc map formation In our last example we consider a more complicated 
modell  of a phenomenon that is called topographic mapping [49]. Many neuronal 
connectionss are made so as to form a topographic map of one structure onto another. 
InIn other words, neighboring cells in one structure make connections to neighboring 
cellss in the other structure. An example of a topographic map is the direct projection 
off  the retina onto the optic tectum in the brain of non-mammalian vertebrates [13]. 
Onee explanation for the formation of topographic maps that has received strong 
experimentall  support is that it is based on the matching of gradients of receptors and 
theirr ligands [37. 52]. For the retinotectal projection, there is a gradient across the 
retina,, in the number of Eph receptors on the growth cones of the retinal neurons. A 
similarr but opposite gradient is found across the tectum in the number of membrane-
boundd ephrin molecules (the ligands for Eph receptors) on the tectal neurons. Axons 
groww out so that growth cones with a low number of receptors come to connect to 
tectall  cells with a high number of ligand molecules, and vice-versa. 

AA simple model for this phenomenon is the following (see also [23]). We use 
essentiallyy model (5.29). but we extend it with two extra variables, 3X and 3y that 
representt the levels of two kinds of receptors. These 3X and 3y remain constant during 
growthh and vary with respect to the initial location ro = (.ZQ. yo). We take for these 

jjjj xx =exp(1.39;r0 + 1.18) and fL = exp(1.39;(/0 + 0.35). (5.35) ) 

Wee will assume that there are five fields of which three are diffusive fields and two are 
thee fields of membrane bound ligands. Fields p\. pi and p  ̂are produced by guidance 
cellss located at n = (-0.1,0), r2 = (0.85,0) and r3 = (0.3,0.85). respectively. We 
usee the same diffusion rate d = 1.0 • 10~4 and the absorption rate k = 1.0 • 10 - 4 as 
inn the previous examples. The two fields of membrane bound ligands p4 and p% are 
describedd by explicit functions that are given by 

pp44{x,y){x,y) = exp(-1.39i + 0.21) and pr,(x,y) = exp(-1.39y + 0.14). ;5.36) ) 

Wee will assume that the dynamics of the growth cones occurs in two phases. In 
thee first phase the growth cones are attracted by field p\ and they grow toward the 
guidancee cell located at ro. Once they have reached the guidance cell, which we will 
formalizee by (TTlS)(r) > 0, they switch their behavior and phase two will start. The 
dynamicss of the growth cones during the first phase are given by 

d_ d_ 
dt. dt. 

( x \ \ 

y y 
0 0 

Px Px 

VV V 

= = 

// vcoa((p) 
i 'sin(0) ) 

c/£sin(0yc/£sin(0y - <p) 

0 0 

II  o 

withh oq = arg (V/>i(r)j. ( 5.37) ) 

Forr the dynamics of the growth cones in phase two we need assumptions on the 
influencee of the receptors and ligands on the growth. The basic assumption is the 
following.. For each direction, i.e.. x- or (/-direction, we have a couple of receptor and 
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ligandd pairs. For growth in either of these directions it is needed that the concentra-
tionn of the ligand in the neighborhood of the cone is above a certain level, which is 
determinedd by the receptor density on the growth cone. We will assume that growth 
inn j'-direction is determined by the product cx — 3xp4(r) (and similar cy = 3yp^{r) 
forr the .(/-direction.) A cx <C 1 means strong inhibition of growth in ^-direction and 
ccxx ^S> 1 means no inhibition. The dynamics is the same as in the first phase, but now 
with h 

<p<p99 = arg (Sgm20(cc)Vp2(r) + Sgm20(cy)Vp3(r)J. (5.38) 

Heree the function Sgmn is denned by Sgmri(x) — x ' l / ( l +xn). Finally we will assume1 

thatt the growth is completely inhibited if both cx < 0.8 and cy < 0.8. 
Too summarize, the total system is given by 

00 = djApjix) - frj-pj(x) + (TjjTrjS(x). V x e Ü. j = 1 3 

00 = n(x)-Vpj(x), VxeÖfi. j = l 3 

p4(x)) =exp(- l .39a-+ 0.21). Vx € Q, 

p5(x)) = exp<-1.39t/ + 0.14), Vx e Ü, 

atat U4 

nn = (-0.1,0) 

r22 = (0.85,0) 

r33 = (0.3,0.85) 

// t»cos((s4)i ) \ 
usin((s4)i ) ) 

•L'/^sin(arg(0ff)) ~ (s4)i 
0 0 
0 0 V V 

(5.39) ) 

r4(0) ) 
s4(0) ) 

XQ XQ 

yo yo 

exp(( 1.39x0 + 1.18) 
Vexp(1.39vy00 + 0.35)/ 

withh v = 1.0 • 10-5 and C = 0.02. 

phasee 1: og — arg (Vpi(r4) J. if (T r i5(r) > 0) goto phase 2. 

phasee 2: <pg = arg (Sgm20 (;3xp4(r4)) Vp2(r4) + Sgm20 (Pypo(r4)) Vp3(r4)J, 

iff (3xp4(r4) < 0.8 or f3yp5(r4) < 0.8) ready. 

Inn Figure 5.8 we see the fields in a simulation of the topographic mapping model. 
Thee three upper panels show the three diffusive fields p\. p2 and p;$. In Figure 5.9 
thee axons paths are shown. The left panel shows the paths of 200 growth cones 
thatt started at the left with randomly chosen initial positions (xo-yo) and orienta
tionss 0Q. Clearly all growth cones are attracted by the guidance cell in the middle. 
Havingg reached this cell they change their behavior and gain attractivity to the fields 
p-2p-2 and p:i. This attractivity is steered by the fields p4 and p.5. which also determine 
whenn growth is completely inhibited. 
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-11 -1 -11 -1 -11 -1 
PA PA 

Figuree 5.8: Fields in the example of' topographic mapping. The three fields in the top 
roww are diffusive fields, and the ones in the bottom row are fields of membrane bound 
ligands. . 



5.6.. DISCUSSION s.-, , 

Too visualize the conservation of spatial order we luwe color coded the initial lo-
cationss and end locations of the paths, i.e.. begin and end points of a path have the 
samee color. The result of this is displayed in the left panel and it clearly shows that 
thee 'A' is transferred from the initial area (at the left) to the final area (at the right). 

Thee combination of the membrane bound ligand fields p4 and />-, with the receptor 
densitiess Bx and .i;/ determines what the topographic mapping wil l look like. Using a 
modell  like this for exploring different possibilities for the concentration fields can give 
uss more insight into the forms of the fields and mechanisms involved in topographic 
ma])) formation. 

Figuree 5.9: Axon paths in the example of topographic mapping. (Left) Resulting 
axonn paths, start ing at the left and ending at the right. (Right) Visualization of the 
conservationn of spatial order between the final axon targets and the initial neuron 
locations. . 

5.66 Discussion 

Inn this chapter we have presented a framework for the modelling of axon guidance. 
Inn contrast to the modelling of electrical activity in neurons and neuronal networks, 
suchh a general framework did not exist. Our framework allows for the relatively 
straightforwardd and fast modelling and simulation of axon guidance and its under-
lyingg mechanisms. For example, mechanisms that ' t ranslate' concentration levels of 
guidancee molecules (or gradients thereof) measured at the growth cone's location 
intoo growth speed, sensitivity for certain fields, and growth direction, can easily be 
incorporated.. A major challenge in the study of axon guidance is to understand 
quantitativelyy how the many molecules and mechanisms involved in axon guidance 
actt in concert to generate complex patterns of neuronal connections. The framework 
wee developed contributes to this challenge by providing a general simulation tool in 
whichh a wide range of' models can be implemented and explored. 
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Ourr framework has three basic ingredients, which are the domain, the concentra-
tionn fields and the states. The domain models the physical environment where the 
neurons,, axons, and fields live in: the domain can have a complicated geometry with 
piecewisee smooth boundaries and holes. The fields are defined on the domain and 
representt the time varying concentration fields of guidance molecules that are subject 
too diffusion and absorption. The states model the growth cones and targets cells and 
consistt of finite dimensional vectors for which the dynamics are given in the form of 
ODEss that model the mechanisms involved in axon guidance1. 

Specificc numerical methods have been developed that are suitable for solving the 
systemss of equations that typically arise in models of axon guidance. With respect to 
timee integration for the full system a method is needed that can handle the combi-
nationn of stiff diffusion equations (describing the concentration fields) and non-stiff, 
nonlinearr differential equations (describing the states). For this a 2nd-order Runge-
Kuttaa IMEX scheme is used. In case of static fields or a quasi-steady-state approxi-
mationn an explicit time integrator will suffice, for which we use the classical 4th-order 
Runge-Kuttaa method. 

Thee spatial discretizations needed for solving the elliptic field equations that arise 
afterr discretization in time, are based on arbitrary node sets. Voronoi diagrams 
aree used for the selection of suitable node sets as well as for the discretization of 
thee equations. Refinement and adaptivity of the1 discretization are based upon the 
locationn of the highly localized sources only, to speed up the node selection process. 

Wee have implemented the framework and the numerical algorithms in a set of 
Matlabb programs. In these programs one can simulate a wide range of models by 
definingg appropriate Matlab data-structures and solve them by applying the spatial 
andd temporal numerical solvers. At the moment, the code is typical research code 
withoutt extensive documentation, but we are working on a more user-friendly version. 

Possiblee extensions of our framework include the incorporation of randomness in 
thee guidance of the axons and the possibility that boundaries (of impenetrable holes, 
forr example) can produce guidance molecules. The latter extension would make it 
possiblee to model also tissues, rather than individual cells, that attract or repel axons. 

Appendix x 

Fieldd set-up tim e To examine how the time for setting up the field depends on d 
andd k, we consider the solution of (5.3) with a point source at the origin, 5(x,t) = 
6(x).. and an initial field p = 0 at time r = 0. The field will be radially symmetric. 
andd the concentration, which depends only on the radius r and the time t, is 

^ • , ) = y 0 — i ^ — d -- - 2 ^ ^ ( r Vr f J - (5-40) 

wheree the limit of the solution is the steady state solution, which satisfies (5.7). and 
KQKQ is a modified Bessel function of the Second Kind [1]. To see how fast the field 
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approachess the steady state field, we will investigate 

ppxx(r)-p(r.t)(r)-p(r.t) 1 r e - ^ ( ' + ^ ) 
c(r.t)c(r.t) = ————• = -, r- ƒ as. 11 rx 

P~(r)P~(r) ~ 2K0(r<fk\'l^ t 

whichh represents how close the field is to its limit value. For example, a value c(r. t) = 
0.01.. means that at time t the field is for 99% set up. at location r. Using an 
asymptoticc expansion for large t for the integral, we find that 

11 e'kt 

c(r,t)c(r,t) ^ ^ (5.4i; 

Thiss can be used to get an indication of the time scale of the field dynamics. Such 
ann indicator is important if we want to work with fields of which the sources do not 
movee through the domain. In case of moving sources, one might wonder how the 
speedd of a source influences the produced field. To this end we examine the solution 
off (5.3) with a point source that moves with constant speed. 

Fieldd produced by moving source Consider equation (5.3) with a point source 
thatt moves with constant speed v along the x-axis in positive direction, i.e., S(x,t) = 
ö(xö(x — vt), with v = (v,0)T. If we make the 'ansatz' that the solution p(x,t) is the 
summ of a solution profile p that moves with constant speed with the source and a 
'residual'' solution r). 

p{x.p{x. t) = p(x - vt) + r/(x, t). 

wee can rewrite (5.12) to 

—— TJ(X. t) = rfAó(x-vt) + v • V/5(x - vt) - kp(x - vt) + S(x - vt) + dAr)(x, t) - kr)(x, t). 
at at 

(5.42) ) 
Iff p satisfies the equation 

dAp{x)dAp{x) + v  Vp(x) - kp(x) + 6(x) = 0. (5.43) 

wee see that equation (5.12) will turn into a equation for JJ with only diffusion and 
absorption.. Therefore. ?/ will damp out for long times, resulting in p(x. i) ~ p(x — vt). 
Thee solution of (5.43) in polar coordinates (r.0): x — rcos(ó). y = rsin(<#). is given 
by y 

(>{r.Q)(>{r.Q) = ^ e x P \-\l~A ^~7^=, 1 rcon{0) ] K0 

(5.44) ) 
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Thiss solution we wil l compare to the steady state solution of (5.13) 

r)) = eaK"  ( r / f )  (5-45) 
wheree the subscript s refers to the steady state. So we wil l consider the quotient 
functionn q(r, 0) — /3(r, o)/ps(r) and we want to investigate the geometry of the region 
wheree this quotient is close to 1. For example, given a value 7 > 1. and slightly bigger 
thann one, we could consider the region {(r , <p) | 7 _ 1 < p/ps < l}-  Using a rescaling 
off  s — ry/k/d and a = v/(2vdk), we get 

q = A ==  c- q - scoS( 0 ) ^o ( ( v/ l + a 2) - s) 
PsPs A'o(s) 

Too analyze q we use the asymptotic expansions of KQ and K\. both modified Bessel 
functionss of the Second kind, 

KK00(x)(x) = ln(2) - ln(a;) - l E + 0 (x2) . K, (x) = i + O (x) (x [ 0). (5.46) 

KKQQ{x){x) ~ ^ e " 1 , K, (x) ~ yf^e'x (x - oc). (5.47) 

wheree 7^ is Euler's constant [1]. 
Closee to the source, q is close to 1 as follows from lim.sjo q(s. (f>) — 1, which can 

bee seen by using the expansion KQ around 0. To find the behavior around 0, we wil l 
examinee the derivative of q with respect to s, 

\\ Kx(s) J -Ki{\/l+a 2s) , ,1 

(Ko(s)(Ko(s) Ko(s) J 

Thiss is equal to q times some factor that is increasing with s and has limi t values — oc 
att .s = 0 and 1 — \ / l + a2 — acos(<£) at s — oc. For é — 0 this limi t is negative, while 
forr d> — n this limi t is positive. Therefore, there is an interval [—<pt. <t>t]  with 0t G [0,7r] 
off  possible choices of 0 for which q decreases with s while keeping 0 constant. 

Forr 0 outside this interval, i.e.. <j>  G (—n. —ét) U {<pt-n]-  there is an .% > 0. with 
ddssq{sq{s00.. 0) = 0, such that q as a function of ,s decreases for ,s G (0. s^) and increases for 
,ss G (Stp, oc). The function 0 —> s<f> itself is decreasing on (0f,7r] with l im^ j ^ «̂  = oc. 
Too find (pi G [0,7r], we solve 

1-v/TT T .2 2 
11 - \/l + Q2 - Q COs(ót) = 0. =S> COs(#,) = < 0. 

a a 

wheree the last inequality follows from the fact that a > 0. Therefore. (pf G {\-
whichh is increasing with a and has limit s Ot — \K with Q | 0 and ot = TT for a -
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Wee can now conclude that close to the origin there is some region where we have 
qq < 1. To find an estimate of the size of this region we will use the asymptotic 
expansionn of q for small s, 

èln(ll  + a2) 

" - 1 + l n ( , 2 ) - l n ( 2 ) + , E
+ 0 ( S ) --

Neglectingg the higher-order terms and setting this equal to 7 gives 

1 1 

,2 2 
ss = 2 e - ^ (l + a2)2ë^TT => r = 2e-^J- 11 + ^ - ) . (5.48) 

VV  k \ 4dk J 

Iff  we choose 7 = 0.99, we get an indication for the region around the source, where the 
differencee between the moving profile and the quasi-steady-state solution is smaller 
thann 19c, given the values of the diffusion rate d, absorption rate k and moving speed v. 
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